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A conclusion can bring the research back to the original problem â€” after these research studies, what do we
know now and why does it matter, she said. Library Services for Graduate Students NCSU Libraries offer a
number of services for graduate students, including research consultations, a workshop series, study rooms,
and citation tools. College of Sciences The second highest number of dissertations came from the College of
Sciences. They may be granted for up to one year. College of Engineering We collected dissertations from all
twelve doctoral programs in the College of Engineering. Research and Dissertation Requirements Academic
Integrity and Research Ethics All students are expected to follow NC State rules and procedures regarding
academic integrity and research ethics. Of the 24 dissertations collected, 63 percent are Type 1: Simple
Traditional dissertations. The Type 4: Research Article Dissertation represents a majority of the dissertations
within this college. Our sample contains dissertations from all of these disciplines see pages  As a whole, the
37 dissertations from this college made up 45 percent of the Type 1: Simple Traditional Dissertations in our
sample. The Graduate School. The accountability group involves posting progress on weekly writing goals,
participating in optional Saturday morning writing days in Hunt Library, and developing supportive writing
habits. Workshop schedules and registration are online. What purpose do literature reviews serve in research?
Students submit their works to The Graduate School as pdf files. College of Textiles We collected 16
dissertations from two programs in the College of Textiles. Dissertations should be submitted to the advisory
committees at least two weeks prior to the final defense. See page 16 of the Dissertation Report for more
information on this type of dissertation. Learn more:. In May we will host another edition of Camp
Completion , a week-long retreat for writers looking to complete big projects like a thesis or dissertation.
Publication is expected and encouraged. We offer online writing accountability groups for graduate students
and postdoctoral scholars looking for a low investment way to maintain productivity. Some research article
dissertations had an introduction or conclusion chapter, and then some in the dissertation study had both,
Kittle Autry said. In our sample, 65 percent of dissertations were Type 4: Research Article Dissertations. Type
2: Complex Traditional Dissertation. This type is a report on a single large study and follows the structure for
research reporting called, IMRAD: Introduction, literature review, methods, results and discussion conclusion.
Unanimously, all 15 of the dissertations collected were Type 4: Research Article Dissertations.


